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Parts of Printers (printing head)




















US Patent 6790403 B1: Soluble material and process for three-
dimensional modeling
YES: some materials are patentable!
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E.g. certain supporting structures?
c. CAD-File
“Tower of Pi” by Roman_Hegglin (http://www.thingiverse.com/thing:271769)




• Software to transform CAD-file (visual representation) into STL-
file (printable file)





• Software as such NOT patentable







– New physical object printed with 3D printer
- YES, physical object patentable
• Scenario 2:




 Physical object NOT patentable
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2. User perspective
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Direct infringement by creating a CAD-file?








- Not using (“PPI being put into service in accordance 
with its intended functions”)
- Not manufacturing PPI





indirect infringement by creating a CAD-file?
= supplying or offering to supply to any other person other than a party 
entitled to exploit the patented invention means relating to an essential 




- Not means relating to an essential element of the PPI







Direct infringement by creating a CAD-file?








In Belgium: private use exception!
= no patent infringement if acts in private sphere for 
non-commercial purposes
The rights conferred by a patent shall not extend to any of the following: 
(a) acts done privately and for non-commercial purposes, (b) – (l). (art. 




























• Hobbyist – NO




≈ music industry 15 Years ago
Problematic for innovation incentive
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• Wide interpretation of indirect infringement
• Get rid of the private use exception
• Alternative ways of remuneration (e.g. taxes on 
CAD software, taxes on 3D printers, printing 
material…) 
≈ Copyright law
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